
 

 

 

 

 

 

BANKING RULES 
In Chapter 4, the gang define the rules of FFP 
Bank. Write down three rules of the FFP Bank: 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

What do you think of the FFP Bank rules?  Are 
they sensible? Why or why not? Discuss this with 
your classmates and see if you can reach 
agreement. 

 

If you were setting up a bank, would you have 
different rules? What would they be? 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

Bank	Speak	Explained…	
The	banking	world	has	some	strange	words,	
so	we’d	better	explain	them.	
Interest:	This	is	how	banks	make	money.	
When	you	borrow	money,	you	pay	back	the	
amount	you	borrow,	plus	the	interest.	
AGM:	The	gang	meet	to	have	an	AGM.	An	
AGM	is	an	acronym	for	Annual	General	
Meeting.	This	is	a	meeting	that	members	of	
an	organisation	have	one	a	year	to	
communicate	and	make	decisions.	
 

THE	BIG	IDEA	
Chapters 1 to 4 

Finn wants to set up a bank in school and 
lend money to classmates. He persuades 
Koby to come on board, but Luke isn’t sure 
as their previous ventures have never gone 
well.  

Eventually Luke agrees to join the bank 
when they agree to trial the idea with 
Speedy O’Neill as a customer. Speedy needs 
a loan as he owes money to the school 
canteen as a result of his enormous 
appetite. Koby decides what interest to 
charge customers for a loan. Finn and Koby 
write up a contract for Speedy to sign. 

The gang meet to discuss the bank in an old 
butcher’s shop. Led by Koby, they define 
rules of the bank. Koby writes each rule on 
a Post-it and sticks it to the wall. At the 
end of the meeting, Gabe announces that 
he wants to start saving his cash. Finn is 
delighted – the bank’s first savings 
customer!  
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The gang lend out money to some 
interesting characters. Who is your 
favourite FFP bank customer? Why? 

CUSTOMERS!	
Chapters 5 to 10 

Following a fire in the school bins, the 
Teletubbies need a way to pay back the 
damage and the fire brigade fee. Finn spots 
an opportunity and meets the lads to 
propose a loan from FFP Bank. 

The Hunger Twins have designed a new app 
called Tagged. They need a loan to finish 
the app, but Luke decides to offer an  
investment deal instead, where the bank 
will make money on each app sold. 

Paddy Tarantino needs money to house his 
up-and-coming piggy troupe performers. 
Luke and Finn meet Paddy, and arrange 
another investment deal where the bank 
makes a percentage of Paddy’s earnings on 
the pigs. 

Finn arranges to meet Mucker McGrath for a 
possible bank loan. It transpires that Mucker 
is the “Dark Bishop” – an underground 
supplier of sports gear. The lads cut a deal 
with Mucker and even get a free pair of 
boots thrown in. MONEY	MONEY	MONEY!	

Chapters 11 to 17 

The lads can’t believe how much money they 
are making. Despite a stabbing accident with 
the lead piggy, Paddy’s pigs are generating 
thousands of hits online and making a lot of 
money. The Tagged app is also doing well, with 
most of the school having downloaded it. And 
Gabe is selling the bank’s saving scheme to 
many of the school sport’s teams. 

Finn gets word of a potential customer called 
Lochy Mulgrew, who runs the school betting 
book. Luke is wary about getting involved with 
Lochy, as they don’t know him very well. Lochy 
needs a loan from the bank, but he also 
persuades the lads to get involved in a penalty 
shootout bet. Lochy wants the lads to persuade 
Obaya, a fifth year, to do the shootout.  

Doing some voiceover work for Paddy, Luke and 
Emily meet two Brazilian brothers staying up in 
a neighbours farm. The gang meet in the 
butcher’s shop and Emily divides out the bank 
profits so far. Koby announces that he wants to 
cash out and leave the bank, as he wants to buy 
a drone. Luke is worried, as Koby is the person 
keeping an eye on things. 

 

 

     Do	you	have	a	business	idea? 	
											Could	you	be	an	entrepreneur?	

  
If you could open a business in your school, 
what would it be? How would you make 
money? 

 

Now imagine you had to pitch your business 
idea to a bank to get a loan. Write down how 
you would persuade the bank that your idea is 
a good one. 

 

Try pitching your business idea to your friend 
-- or even your class, if you’re feeling brave.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

   YIKES! CAN YOU SPOT 
WHERE THE LADS HAVE MADE A 
MISTAKE AND NOT FOLLOWED THEIR 
OWN BANKING RULES?  

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY DID THIS?  

GREED?  

ARROGANCE?  

RECKLESSNESS? 

 

 

More	Bank	Speak	Explained…	

Profit:	The	money	that	remains	in	the	business	
after	you	pay	out	all	your	costs.	

Investment:	In	the	financial	world,	an	
investment	is	where	you	purchase	something	
with	the	idea	that	this	thing	will	provide	money	
in	the	future.	However,	in	the	book,	the	lads	
invest	in	the	Tagged	app	and	Paddy’s	pig	videos	
by	including	their	investment	as	part	of	the	loan	
deal.	As	part	of	the	deal,	the	bank	will	earn	a	
percentage	of	the	Tagged	app	sales	and	pig	
video	earnings. 

TROUBLE	AHEAD!	
Chapters 18 to 26 

The Tagged app is in trouble. Emily’s ex-
boyfriend James Bland has hacked into her 
account. Finn and Luke need to get the Hunger 
Twins to fix this bug asap. Then, there’s a fight 
in school between two girls and its connected to 
the Tagged app and Lochy Mulgrew. Meanwhile, 
lads discover that Lochy is doing business with 
the school intimidator TT Doherty.  

Miss Shine calls the gang to her office. She’s 
sniffed around and connected them to the 
Tagged app. She’s received a complaint about 
Tagged. Somebody hacked into James Bland’s 
account and replaced his photo. Finn realises 
that Emily and Pablo are responsible.  

Miss Shine is about to ban the Tagged app 
altogether, when she cuts a deal with Finn: 
she’ll allow the school council to make a 
decision on the app, if Pablo will sing in the 
school musical.  

  

Then Obaya breaks his leg! Finn and Luke can’t 
believe their bad luck. They discover James 
Bland is responsible. Just when things can’t get 
any worse, TT Doherty grabs Finn and Luke, 
and tells them that Lochy Mulgrew has given TT 
his betting book as Lochy owed TT money.  

TT demands that the lads find a replacement 
for the shootout, now that Obaya is out, 
otherwise they’ll be on the hook for the bet 
refunds. 

Finn discovers that Gabe has been mis-selling 
saving scheme “deal” and now all the people 
that Gabe sold his dodgy deal to want their 
money.  

Luke tries to use his charms to sweet-talk a 
member of the school council to vote down the 
Tagged ban. Meanwhile, Finn produces a 
replacement for Obaya for the shootout, a 
tough-nut from the city called Clint. 

 

 

Book Background 

Luke’s home life provides the background to this book. His dad’s business is in trouble and it is 
about to close. His dad spends most of his time sitting in front of the TV. Meanwhile, Luke’s mam 
has to work extra hours so they have enough money to survive.   

Why do you think the author chose this background for the book? What are the contrasts 
between the situation at Luke’s home and the activities of the bank?  

 



 

AND	EVEN	MORE		
TROUBLE!	
Chapters 27 to 31 

It’s the penalty shootout! It starts well, but 
soon Clint loses his temper and body slams the 
goalie. A row breaks out between TT Doherty 
and Clint, and Clint traps TT under the football 
net.  

After the shootout, the lads are called into 
principle Powder Keane’s office. He informs 
them of a house party that got out of hand, and 
that it was organised through the Tagged app. 
He tells them the app is history. 

TT Doherty (still angry after the net business) 
gives the lads a stag beetle to mind, telling 
them it’s worth a lot of money. Meanwhile, TT 
Da, the original owner of Paddy’s pigs, is 
demanding a large cut of the pig profits, forcing 
Paddy to stop making the pig videos.. 

With pressure on to pay back the savers, Luke 
and Finn rescue their cash from the butcher’s 
shop, now converted into a nail salon. Finn is 
determined to get revenge on Lochy Mulgrew, 
as, in his view, Lochy is the reason they are in 
this mess. 

Finn gets his revenge on Lochy by scaring him 
in a field with Koby’s drone. During this 
escapade, their stash of cash and the stag 
beetle go missing. Panicked, the lads organise 
for a search party to find the missing money 
and beetle. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

	
	

GRAND	FINALE 

Chapters 32 to 37 

Luke figures out that the Brazilian brothers on  
the farm have stolen their money. They 
confront them, and the police turn up and 
confiscate the cash. They get the beetle back. 

The only money they have left now is the 
secret stash that Finn gave to Pablo. Problem 
is, though, that Pablo has hidden it in a giant 
clock prop hanging from the roof. And one of 
Finn’s arch enemies – Kimberley Farrell - is in 
charge of the lights and props for the musical.  

Finn and Luke try to get Kimberley to give them 
access to the clock. But she wants a public 
apology from Finn for the bad way he treated 
her. A band of protesters arrive in the school 
hall, wanting their savings back from the bank. 

Finn gets to the clock during the show. But he 
messes up the controls and tips the clock over. 
All the money falls onto the audience. Finn and 
Luke race about the hall trying to get the cash 

The lads pay back the angry savers with the last 
of the cash. On sport day, TT’s stag beetle is 
trampled on the athletics track by James Bland. 
TT chases Bland, and ends up winning the race. 
Finn apologises to Kimberly in front of 
everybody. TT is suspended from school for 
tripping Bland at the finish line.  

 

 

  

 
 
 

 

Where do you think things started to go wrong 
for FFP Bank? If you were running the bank, 
what would you have done differently? 

 

More stuff to do …. 

Themes: Some of the main themes of this book are friendship, entrepreneurship and materialism. Can you think of 
any other themes? What are they and where do you find them in the story? Which theme do you think works best? 
Why? 

Funny school stories: The book also describes funny events in school. Can you think of any funny things that 
happened in your school? Have a go at writing one of these up as if it is a scene in a book or a film. You can 
exaggerate to make it more fun to read. This could be good to do as a collaborative project with some classmates, 
and you could end up with a really funny story. Go for it! 

Real-world economics: Some of the things that happen in the story parallel events in Ireland around the  time of the 
financial crash. Find out what you can about those events (2007/8) and see if you can trace the parallels.  

 



Hello reader! 

When I was writing Bank, I pictured the characters and scenes in my 
head, like a movie. How do you write your stories? Sometimes, I sketched 

out the scenes on paper. Use the film reel below to sketch out your two 

favourite scenes in the book, or create your own scenes! There is not 

much space – but that’s the point. Be short and sharp! 
                                                                    Emma  

 


